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Edward McGuire: Trio for Horn, Violin and Piano
[ ] [ ] [ ] 1 Allegro moderato 4:18     2 Andante 5:24     3 Allegretto 2:56

[ ] 4 Thomas Wilson: Complementi for Clarinet, Violin, Cello and Piano 16:44

Erno Dohnányi: Sextet in C major, op.37 for Clarinet, Horn, Violin, Viola, Cello and Piano 
[ ] [ ] 5 Allegro appassionato 11:23     6 Intermezzo: Adagio - Alla Marcia - Adagio 6:02

[ ] [ ] 7 Allegro con sentimento 6:43     8 Finale: Allegro vivace, giocoso 5:42

Violin
Alastair Savage (Wilson, McGuire) - Geneviève Martineau (Dohnányi)

Clarinet
Jean Johnson (Dohnányi, Wilson)

Viola
Sophie Lang (Dohnányi)

Horn
Andy Saunders (Dohnányi, McGuire)

Cello
Tom Rathbone (Dohnányi) - Sonia Cromarty (Wilson)

Piano
Lynda Cochrane (Dohnányi, McGuire) - Sam Hutchings (Wilson)

Recorded at RSNO Centre, Henry Wood Hall, Glasgow, Scotland 9-11th April 2011
Recorded by Richard Hughes   Produced by Jonathan Lyness   Edited by Susanne Stanzeleit

Page Turner – Mary Walker, Eddie McGuire
Piano Technician – Alasdair McLean
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Edward McGuire (1948-) Edward McGuire, born in Glasgow in 1948, studied 
Horn Trio for horn, violin and piano with James Iliff at the RAM and in Sweden with Ingvar 
Right at the end of my schooldays I spent two weeks on Lidholm. Early success came with his 'Rant' winning 
my final summer course with Glasgow Schools First the competition to find a test piece for the 1978 Carl 
Orchestra. It was there, at Toward Castle near Dunoon Flesch International Violin Competition and his 'String 

thin July 1966, that I composed this horn trio - Quartet' being chosen for the 40  anniversary concert of 
commissioned by a fellow student, violinist Tom Barrie. the SPNM, broadcast by the Arditti Quartet. Orchestral 
And it was another player, Robert Cook, who pieces 'Calgacus' and 'Source' for the BBCSSO were 
encouraged my horn writing. I completed it at home in followed by the 3 act ballet 'Peter Pan' (performed over 
Possilpark that August, but it lay unplayed until Tom 120 times by Scottish ballet and Hong Kong Ballet) and 
located the only copy - leading to its premiere, 45 years the 3 act opera 'The Loving of Etain' (Paragon Opera). 
on, by Daniel's Beard in St Margaret's Church, Glasgow He won a British Composers Award in 2003 and a 

th
on March 13  2011. It reveals a youthful exuberance Creative Scotland Award in 2004. Flautist with The 
and optimism and I remember the thrill of discovering Whistlebinkies, he also plays bamboo flute with 
the flavours and emotional impact of its harmonies that Chinese traditional group Harmony Ensemble. A 
summer. (EMcG) catalogue of his extensive work list can be seen on 

www.scottishmusiccentre.com/edward_mcguire
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Thomas Wilson (1927-2001) As well as his work as a composer, Wilson was very 
Complementi for clarinet, violin, cello and piano active in supporting and encouraging other composers 
Though born in Colorado, USA, Tom Wilson felt that he and performers.  He held posts with organisations such 
was very much Scottish.  His family moved back to as the Scottish Arts Council, The New Music Group of 
Scotland shortly after his birth, settling in Glasgow, Scotland, The Society for the Promotion of New Music, 
which was where he lived for the majority of his life.  He The Composers' Guild of Great Britain (Chairman 
began to come to prominence as a composer during his 1986-89) now the British Association of Composers 
time as a student at Glasgow University, when he came and Songwriters, and The Scottish Society of 
to the attention of leading figures in British Composers (of which he was a founder member).  He 
compositional circles, including, amongst others, Sir lectured at the University of Glasgow from 1957 and 
William Walton. was always known as a gentleman composer who was 

encouraging and generous towards young performers 
Very self critical as a young composer, his first major and composers.
composition was the Third String Quartet, written in 
1958. This work was the beginning of a 20 year In the words of Music Critic Michael Tumelty, writing 
progression for Wilson – he had left behind the more in The Herald, he was "a gently magisterial composer 
tonal style of his student years, and begun to develop his and one of the wisest and most philosophical musicians 
own philosophy and musical voice.  He was prolific I have met".
over the next few years, writing both chamber and 
orchestral works as well as a one act opera Complementi was commissioned by the Clarina 
commissioned by the BBC, The Charcoal Burner, Ensemble with a grant from the Scottish Arts Council in  
which was written in 1968, with the libretto by Edwin 1973.  Scored for clarinet/bass clarinet, violin, cello and 
Morgan.  More commissions followed, from both the piano, the work begins with the instruments each 
BBC and the Scottish National Orchestra, where presenting musical ideas of varied character – the 
conductors such as Gibson, Del Mar, Loughran, clarinet opens proceedings with a cadenza-like section, 
Susskind and Thompson championed his music.  The a brittle scherzo from the violin follows, whilst the 
early seventies saw Wilson's concern for a world which piano line gives off an air of latent, uneasy power and 
he felt was at a crisis point come to the fore in his the cello gives voice to an expressive melody.  Wilson 
writing.  He was deeply religious, and often used then goes on to explore and develop these ideas and the 
aspects of Catholic rituals in his work, including a way in which they complement and 'interpenetrate' each 
setting of the Mass which was without a Credo section.  other.  
Rather than embrace a gloomy pessimism in his 
concern, he chose to challenge and inspire the listener, Though in one continuous movement, the concept of the 
expressing an optimistic belief in the strength of work means that it contains a much broader range of 
humanity.  His sense of humour was also evident in his musical colours and emotional contrasts than is usual 
music – his Sonata for Cello and Piano, an otherwise for a piece of this length.  Wilson uses elements of 
very serious piece, includes a moment where the variation and sonata form in its construction, with an 
performers swap instruments!  Regular commissions exposition section presenting the four different ideas, 
continued throughout the 80s and 90s, with incidental each of which stems from the natural characteristics of 
music for BBC Radio and TV, orchestral works, the associated instrument, followed by the development 
chamber pieces and choral works all featuring in and of the relationship between them.  The use of small 
leading to performances across the globe as his motifs throughout (some a full phrase, others a brief 
reputation grew.  two-note interval) give the listener an insight to the 

connections between the sections and ideas.  A Ernő Dohnányi (1877-1960)
trademark of Wilson's compositions is that the texture of Sextet in C Major Op.37 
the work never becomes dense – in the case of for piano, violin, viola, cello, clarinet and horn
Complementi, its clarity helps the listener to perceive Composer, conductor and virtuoso pianist Ernő von 
the ideas weaving around each other, now coming Dohnányi was born in the city of Pozsony, which was 
together, now interrupting and contrasting. then close to Hungary's border with Austria (but now the 

Slovakian capital, Bratislava).  His early musical 
training was from his father, who was a professor of 
maths and physics and a talented amateur cellist.  One 
of his school friends was Béla Bartók, who's music he 
later championed as a conductor and who went on to 
influence Thomas Wilson.   He continued his studies at 
the Academy of Music in Budapest, where his teachers 
included Hans Koessler for composition and István 
Thomán for the piano.  Whilst a student, his Piano 
Quintet in C Minor came to the attention of an elderly 
Johannes Brahms, who promoted the piece and the 
composer in Vienna. 

In 1899, the recent graduate's First Piano Concerto won 
the Bösendorfer Prize and he subsequently spent 
several years touring the world as a soloist and chamber 
musician.  He then spent some time teaching in Berlin at 
the request of Brahms' great friend, Joseph Joachim, 
before returning to Hungary to become the Director of 
the Liszt Academy in Budapest in 1934.  He made no 
secret of his opposition to the regime of Miklós Horthy 
and the fascist links of the ruling party and from early on 
was determined to oppose the fascist influences that 
were growing ever stronger in Hungary and Central 
Europe.  In protest to the ruling banning Jewish faculty 
members, he resigned from the Liszt Academy in 1941.  
He continually used his influence and finances to 
protect Jewish musicians, but was forced to flee 
Hungary in 1944.  Tragedy struck when his son, Hans, 
was executed by the Nazis after he was involved in the 
plotted coup dreamt up by von Stauffenberg in 1944.  
Despite this, the BBC World Service still publicised 
rumours that he had collaborated with the Nazi 
occupiers shortly after the war ended.  Soon disproved, 
the whispering campaign left Dohnányi tainted for the 
rest of his life.  In an attempt to revive his career as a 
pianist, he moved to Argentina on the advice of a former 

Thomas Wilson
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Agent.  He stayed there only briefly, before heading Daniel's Beard is a chamber ensemble that was formed 
northwards to Florida, where he taught composition and in 2010 by some of Scotland's top musicians and based 
conducting until his death in New York in 1960. in Glasgow's West End. In partnership with Four Acres 

Charitable Trust, Daniel's Beard has a performance 
As a composer, his music followed a different route to residency at Cottier's Theatre, where the ensemble 
that of Bartók and Kodály, though he frequently performs a monthly concert featuring music that has 
performed both as a pianist and conductor.  A huge been at the centre of the chamber music repertoire, 
admirer of Brahms, the lyrical, deeply emotional alongside lesser known gems.  Named after the 
romantic style of the 19th century composers was where impressive facial hair of Daniel Cottier, the pioneering 

thhe felt happiest, and his music certainly reveals that.  19  century designer responsible for the interior of the 
The Sextet, with the unusual scoring of violin, clarinet, theatre, the group is made up of players who are all 
viola, horn, cello and piano, opens with a horn call over familiar faces audiences of any of Scotland's orchestras.  
an agitated accompaniment, which becomes a recurring They are all passionate and enthusiastic about chamber 
theme throughout the work.  Written in 1935 whilst he music and are committed to performing great music 
was recovering from a bout of thrombosis, it was first wherever and whenever possible.
performed on 17th June that year, with Dohnányi 
himself at the piano.  The work follows a traditional The group's first series of concerts were in the 2010
form, with the first movement in Sonata form, the West End Festival in Glasgow, where as a bit of an 
second a slow movement which drifts along in a experiment, they gave five concerts with programmes 
pleasant reverie before a malevolent march interrupts that included recitals, a family concert, a West End 
proceedings, a scherzo movement and then a Heritage Concert (which included a performance on an 
mischievous Rondo-esque movement.  In the final historical instrument owned by one of the West End's 
movement, Dohnányi's wit surfaces, with the main most influential figures – physicist Lord Kelvin!) and a 
theme a mixture of a 1930s European jazz style dance more traditional chamber performance.  Building on the 
and the opening horn call, interspersed with a comedy success of this pilot series, they decided to make an 
waltz.  He then leads back into the opening theme ambitious bid to help bring chamber music to the fore of 
before heading towards a big finish...in the wrong Scottish cultural life.  In partnership with the West End 
key...and a final surprise to end things off. Festival, The Cottier Chamber Project was born, with 

Daniel's Beard as the host ensemble.  16 other 
ensembles were invited to take part, all of them based in 
Scotland, and a 23 concert festival began to take place....

Daniel's Beard plan to keep on expanding their 
repertoire and introducing new pieces alongside much 
loved classics to audiences across Scotland, the UK and 
beyond.
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Violin - Alastair Savage (Wilson, McGuire) - Geneviève Martineau (Dohnányi)
Clarinet - Jean Johnson (Dohnányi, Wilson)
Viola - Sophie Lang (Dohnányi)
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